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Back in the 1960s, before our enemies consolidated plans to exterminate us 

with “immigration reforms” and other insidious maneuvers, supporters of White 

civilization’s continuance paid hard cash for nightly radio and TV proclamations 

opposing the Zionists’ “If it feels good, do it” dogma. One such spot asked parents: 

“It’s ten o’clock. Do you know where your children are?” Another urged the self-

governed thinker to remember that “More things are wrought by prayer than this 

world dreams of.” 

Mountains of money, not logic, grabbed people’s attention between the two 

battling worldviews – which easily determined the direction public broadcasting 

should take. And that’s where we find ourselves today. 

Vigilant difference 

Perhaps you won’t appreciate a few, or even many, of our ideas about what 

caused these United States to wander from their founding principles, but surely 

you’ve seen it’s a fact. With all those liberal voices touting “diversity” as “our 

strength,” let’s challenge why they are then mocking, attempting to destroy 

everything we hold dear. Though most correspondents published in alternate 

newspapers startle and jar one’s complacency, isn’t it about time folks paid more 

attention even to “radical” solutions that truly diverge from what’s not working – 

just for the sake of open-mindedness, if nothing else? 

The foremost problem we fight against at every turn wasn’t originally “the 

Jew,” as many Whites along with other shabbos goyim are always ready to help 

him exploit our vulnerabilities. It’s the fact that those delegated to control the 

coinage of money handed this constitutional mandate, via the Federal Reserve Act, 

over to a corporation owned by the Warburgs and Rothschilds, whose cash then 

forced the major media to consider such treachery non-news. So let us recover 

those two bottlenecks through which all commerce in goods, services and ideas 

must transit. Gird up, for this War on Misinformation requires getting to better 

know both the enemy and ourselves. As Sun Tzu teaches, thus instructed we shall 

never be defeated in battle. 

Immensity beckons 
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Our mobilization should consider what the better-informed White man 

knows and knows that he knows when comparing such minute awareness with his 

thereby realized vast ignorance of phenomena waiting to be discovered. Hiding for 

untold eons in plain sight, the implication is profound. 

His only crime was to claim that planet Earth revolved around the Sun. That 

was enough cause for the Catholic Church to persecute Galileo. The Vatican 

condemned him in 1633 for his putatively subversive views, and threatened the 

scientist with a burning at the stake. Galileo took back his statement, but still lived 

under house arrest for the rest of his life. 

Yet some readers accuse us of heresy for proclaiming simultaneously our 

State of Alabama’s right to display a monument heralding the Ten Commandments 

while arguing what should be obvious: that those texts – however inspired – were 

written by men, not God. Media munchkins, tell the truth: you don’t really want 

diversity. 

So far beyond our ken as to make every comparison with anything the 

brightest of humans might theorize (which is the alpha and omega of theocracy), 

God does exist. Pray for guidance. Experiencing the results will sanctify that secret 

place. And, should a man feel “called,” he can evangelize his hypothesis out to 

others by whatever new doctrine, as has happened throughout the ages. 

Crucial moment 

Many today, both believers and atheists, opine the biblical Jews foisted 

Christianity upon Rome in revenge for the latter having shut down their occupation 

of that juncture connecting three continents: the bottleneck of commerce between 

Africa, Europe and Asia; which, if true, didn’t pay as expected. For the Roman 

Empire’s fall resulted more from growing decadence than its temples worshiping 

God under a new doctrine, and two consecutive millennia thereafter found the Jews 

hoist by their own petard. 

A fact we can see and presently know is that method does exist in what a 

pessimist deems madness but we optimists consider the sine qua non of life on 

earth. Without this constant challenge – whether from bad weather, pestilence, 

mediacracy, invading Norseman, erupting volcano or the Federal Reserve’s usury 

– one exercises no muscle or wit against what doesn’t threaten, nor gets better 

prepared for its possible return. “Mother Nature” sorts out, eliminates the 

inconsequential and elevates survivors to greater competence. She abhors a 

vacuum. Should everyone who calls himself a Jew suddenly be overcome in a fit of 

honesty and abdicate that imposture, others would immediately leap into the gap. 

Who in his right mind can deny the wonderful balance and symmetry before 



everyone’s eyes? All that is needed for the continuance of your White race is 

active regeneration, but only the universe comes with a guarantee. 

Change 

Seeing was believing. Through millions of years the sun orbited this world. 

Came one Cristoforo Colombo and, unlike later theorists who had the current of 

electricity backwards, he and Copernicus turned at least a few erroneous ideas 

around. 

Challenges we are equal to beckon, so why sit around complaining rather 

than grabbing onto such chances? Shlomo Sand and others breaking ranks have 

researched all the facts, their writings enlightening the occupiers of today’s 

establishment media, Palestine and the mandate stolen from our Founders who 

originally created debt-free money – that they aren’t the biblical Jews. 

As a subscriber you may not appreciate these alternate newspapers 

constantly doubting any likelihood of “voting” our way out of this quandary the 

country is in, but you’ll stay informed regarding other options the liberal 

establishment won’t mention except when calling Nationalists names. 

Stacked deck of cards 

Although the mediacracy confuses truth with hate, says morality is 

“homophobia,” hails the New York-District of Corruption axis’s Wars on Poverty 

(taxed producers), Racism (freedom of association), Drugs (one’s responsibility) 

and Non-Rothschild Banking (State sovereignty), this one of a kind tabloid calls a 

spade a spade while looking beyond today’s gloom and doom merchants who keep 

digging themselves deeper into servitude. Our kind sees a bright future for 

however many or few alert Whites will assert themselves. 

Ah! The word “White” shocks, does it? Yet all those “diverse” entities 

supported by the establishment, which is collecting and redistributing your tax 

dollars, passing them on to La Raza, LGBT parades, Black Lives Matter, the Black 

Congressional Caucus and still hundreds of others whose names roll off the leftist 

media munchkin’s tongue adoringly, have lately become no less familiar than the 

rising sun and for the same reason: daily repetition. Those foxes “guarding” every 

major media henhouse keep advocating the acceptance of what’s morally 

unacceptable – while condemning our healthier, happier, more honest and 

courageous virtues. You’ve perhaps heard mention of this problem psychologists 

call cognitive dissonance, where a person will refuse to even consider any 

argument that questions something he “knows” because “everybody agrees” (at 

least according to The Daily Foxtrot) “it’s a fact.” But why not consider certain 

positions against such brainwashing, in-your-face and ubiquitous imagery, thereby 

reassuring yourself that you’re not into cognitive dissonance? 



Everybody a partisan 

Gone are the days of unbiased research and reporting, if indeed ever there 

existed anyone totally unencumbered by baggage. Do you not stand for something? 

Chicago saw its Daily Tribune fighting tooth and nail to stop the federal 

government’s plans for jumping into both world wars, but that once-conservative 

newspaper then fell into a Jewish billionaire’s hands. Almost every large American 

city at one time had no fewer than two competing daily papers, but today’s 

assembly-line, harnessed remnants are celebrating holocaustic solidarity, only the 

internet and tabloids like the one you’re reading giving them any kind of a run for 

their mountains of money. 

James Thomas Laffrey informs readers at his whiteswillwinparty.org who 

might wish to review what we post online that “the site looks lamely old-style, but 

there are good articles linked to authors’ names near the top… Also, at the bottom 

of the homepage there are links to recent pdf files of their newspaper that they 

actually publish and distribute. I have downloaded and read many issues. Problem: 

This handsome publication offers a contradictory variety of original articles, 

historical articles (example: excerpts from Henry Ford’s The International Jew)… 

websites such as Incogman.net and photos. Mostly right against jews, good on 

race, good on Adolf Hitler and more. But pacifism rears its suicidal head, likely as 

a result of the mind-poison of Christianity espoused there. In mid 2014 I sent an 

email to the editor. I offered free use of articles from this website, and I asked why 

he espouses pacifism. His single, awfully brief reply was to ignore my one 

question and to only say he would have a look at this site… Meanwhile, his 

newspaper has published more garbage from news corporations and pacifists.” 

In rebuttal 

Contradictory articles? Since when does learning from variously-informed 

Whites – or occasionally the awakened Black who offers something worth 

considering – not qualify for our attention? Real journalism is open, allows the 

possibility that another and totally surprising orbit may yet await discovery, 

whereby Jews killing us or we them genocides neither into a total eclipse. 

Somebody please tell Mr. Laffrey that, at Nuremberg II, we needn’t bring 

charges against, convict and hang every individual worldwide who calls himself a 

Jew. Those having given nothing more than consent to the Irgun gangsters and 

Neo-Cons pushing “our” presidents and troops into bombing Israel’s victims, 

seeing their leaders dangle from scaffolds, will quieten down. Peace is the short 

interlude in which a White society as contemplated by Laffrey and ourselves 

rediscovers that golden mean between too much and not enough. First come the 

trials and hangings, then our regrouping. 



Does this recalling of precedent law – if it involves White Americans in a 

National Socialist movement overthrowing today’s Zionist occupation of the U. S. 

government – suggest an evolving Police State? What do you think we’ve got now? 

It kicked into high gear in 1945 at Nuremberg! 

Thus our Zog-controlled public schools confuse students’ thinking, twisting 

words into obtuse new meanings where deviance from what’s normal becomes 

“gaiety” and European-founded America is “welcome center for everyone in the 

Third World who can’t find happiness at home.” Let’s reopen a pre-peecee 

dictionary at 

nation (Nā´chen), n. [<Ofer. < L. nation < pp. of NASI, 

to be born], 1. a stable, historically developed community 

of people with a territory, economic life, culture and 

language in common. 2. the people of a territory united 

under a single government: country. 3. a people or tribe. 

where we plainly see there’s not a single mention for tribal “diversity” within such 

a stable, historically developed community sharing a common territory, economic 

life, culture and language. Yet diverse Nations do make up this world, and let’s 

keep it that way. 

Ebony appeals to Blacks and Haaretz is for Jews, while our alternate 

newspapers (dare we say it?) prayerfully advocate a White Nation’s sovereign 

existence. Once we’ve convicted and hanged Eisenhower’s New World Disorder, 

let us revive such a stable, historically-developed community and, by example, 

demonstrate certain benefits to other peoples for noninterference into our internal 

affairs when staying out of theirs. 

Natural selection 

It’s a White thing; Western civilization always was. We’re not expecting the 

other races to share in this understanding of the immense task before us, but a true 

diversity of Nations will be good for their survivors too, eventually. 

Competence, when bound by civilized rules, isn’t just the spice of life but its 

very essence. To attain true diversity, let today’s forcefully “integrated” races 

peacefully go apart, even if some non-Whites don’t care for dismounting Whitey’s 

back. In contrast to The Chicago Tribune’s unipolar world, a Bantu or Aryan will 

then face solely his own kind anytime vying for whatever, no more packaging 

apples and oranges in a common crate labeled “Fruit.” 

Our final answer to The Jewish Problem can never exist. In 1290 King 

Edward I of England issued an edict expelling all Jews, but then Oliver Cromwell 

later carried out the orders of his Amsterdam financiers in 1656 when beheading 

King Charles II and letting them back in. 



A Genghis Khan (1162-1227), aided by databases, drone craft and might-is-

right warriors, could today kill every person on earth who thinks he’s a Jew and 

tomorrow we would have a Khan Problem. You don’t defeat the enemy by 

becoming him. But, if it were possible to revive a King Edward I for another 

temporary reprieve by hanging all of our war criminals and sending their 

lieutenants back to Amsterdam, something like that would be momentarily 

welcome. 

Cleaning, not razing, house 

Zio-Khan organized mobsters, like bad weather, pestilence, mediacracy, 

invading Norseman, erupting volcano or the Federal Reserve’s usury, are there to 

challenge our wits and survival skill, without which tests we shall never increase in 

virtue, morality, integrity, numbers or separate territories. 

Here true success lies not in “fighting fire with fire,” as that raging inferno 

facing us is all illusion; it has no real heat. We must stop replying to its “WTF” 

language in kind. The enemy has no other recruiting device, so why not stare him 

down? Expect his temporary diminution: boycott, divest and sanction this 

wandering Jew until he goes bluffing for a while elsewhere, during which time our 

White Nation’s remnants might live again perhaps harmoniously for centuries 

unmolested by him. 

The First Freedom 
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